Rbsum6.-Pour le metglas FeeoBno la texture des spins a &tb analysde en mesurant les intensitds de 180 raies en utilisant une technique de rayons 'y linsairement polaris&.
Abstract.-By use of linearly polarized y-rays the preferred orientation of the spins (spin texture) in the metglass Fee~Bno has been analyzed evaluating the relative line intensities of 180 lines.
When a transversely magnetized 5 7~o -a-Fe rather complicated, but a pronounced difference is source is observed in the direction perpendicular to clearly discernible. the applied field HS all six emitted lines are li- Therefore, we can conclude that hhe spins in the metglass are preferentially oriented in the ribbon direction R.
A quantitative result was obtained by computer analysis. The FeeoB~o spectrum (Fig. I ) was treated as a superposition of five subspectra (30 lines) corresponding to the five predominant atomic coordinations. Accordingly, the number of lines in the spectra obtained with the six-line source increased to 6x30 = 180 Cnot shown as stick digarams). Assuming that the five hyperfine fields all reflect the same polarization, the two spectra could be computer fitted rather well by taking into account all 180 resonances (solid lines in figure 2 ) . From this analysis a "hypothetical" spin orientation in the absorber of 34' to the ribbon direction R could be determined. This angle can be regarded as an average value of the preferred orientation of the spin relative to R. A more realistic representation of the spin texture distribution D is shown in figure 3 . This figure is the result of a calculation based on our experimental data and it represents the minimum texture / 4 , 5 / in the sense that the true distribution may have additional structure beyond what is shown, but this experimental method is inherently incapable of detecting it. Recently additional experiments with amorphous Fet,~NiboPlt+Bs.have been made. In the original state the spins were nearly randomly distributed in the plane of the ribbon. However, drastic changes in the spectral line intensities can be produced by applying a tensile stress a along the ribbon direction R as shown in figure 4 . Due to the stress the spins align themselves along R in a nearly unique magnetization direction. Consequently, the patterns corresponding to the two stick diagrams are seen separately in the spectra for HSll a, R and H a, R.
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